Introduction

The INTERNATIONAL PROGRAM IN PERSON CENTERED MEDICINE is finalized to spread at international level the theoretical and application procedures and methods of Person Centered Medicine in clinics, medical education and research developed in the Milan School of Medicine from 1995. The physician could attend to different on line and live international courses, the first to be realized in the world since 2009, participating to the necessary change in medicine, medical science according the epistemological and scientific revolution of medical science. Participation in the program allows to be member of the Person Centered Medicine International Academy.

The Milan School of Medicine (MISMED) of the University Ambrosiana, free University of Milan, in 1998 introduced to the world Person Centered Medicine Paradigm which re-founded Medicine and Medical Science like an indeterministic science, a change similar to the quantum revolution in Physics in the last century. The paradigm was written by Giuseppe R. Brera, on the basis of the epistemological and scientific change of Medicine - the first full ethic and epistemological paradigm of Medical Science on a scientific and philosophical basis in the Medicine history - and developed the quality procedures to apply and teach and the first investigation on the PCM effects in clinical practice. In 2005 prof. Brera in the first international Conference on Medical Education made in Italy, introduced the new epistemological model of the “Person Centered Health”. WHO in 2011 invited Giuseppe R. Brera to introduce the theory and Medical Education Procedures taught in MISMED. From 1998 the Milan School of Medicine, which in 2005 founded in Italy the Dept. in Medical Education (first and to date unique in Italy), oriented the Graduate Courses to PCM and in 2003 started international medical education and the in 2009 developed the f International School in Person Centered Medicine, that in 2010 is the main activity of the Person Centered Medicine International Academy (PCMIA) with the International Program. In 2010 prof. Brera registered the Person Centered International Journal on line, with a new editorial structure addressed to create a live discussion on the published papers.
Prof. Giuseppe R. Brera’s main theoretical work on Person Centered Medicine

A Revolution for the Clinical Method and the Bio-medical Research: the Determinate and the Quality Indeterminate Relativity of Biological Reaction. Università Ambrosiana 1996-


La medicina centrata sulla persona e la formazione dei medici nel terzo millennio. Con l’introduzione di Iosef Seifert : I sette scopi della medicina (Person Centered Medicine and Medical Education in third Millennium with the introduction of Iosef Seifert . The seven aims of Medicine it.) Pisa:IEPI-Università Ambrosiana; 2001


*Person Centered Medicine and Change of the Paradigm in Medical Education* Paper presented in Assisi 2011-4th Symposium on New Perspectives in Medical Education “Person Centered Medicine and Change of the Paradigm in Medical Education”Assisi, 27 October 2011

*The medical education change toward Person Centered Medicine Paradigm* paper presented in the WHO Symposium on Education in Person Centered Medicine, Geneva, 4 May 2011.

**Brera G.R Reliability and validity of Person Centered Medicine Clinical Method for a Person and People Centered Care: a survey on 144 clinical reports of 72 physicians trained to apply Person Centered Clinical Method to adolescents from the Academic Year 1997 to 2002 at the Milan School of Medicine of the University Ambrosiana** Paper presented in the 5th Geneva Conference on Person Centered Medicine April 30 – May 2, 2012. DOI 10.13140/RG.2.1.2563.5367


*Person Centered Medicine*, Epistemology –vol 1, Milano Università Ambrosiana 2013 (e-book)

*The Person centered health model and its impact on health sciences* in submission for publication
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